Barton Bobcat Bonanza 5K
V

Runners will start across the parking lot median from the center point
between the Band Hall door and the Athletics Door.
V

Runners will go to the marked point for entering the grassy area and run
towards the edge of the softball field to the dirt road. Right on the dirt
road, then along the outside edge of the track to the east gate.

V

Run inside and counterclockwise around the track to the south gate.
Right outside the gate, on to the road then up on the practice field.

W

V

Straight line to the northwest culdesac, hop the curb and make a line for
the sidewalk along 2770.
V

V

Left on side walk, left into the middle drive of Live Oak Academy, left into
band parking lot, running along the southern edge to western edge before
getting onto the new road.

V

New road around tennis courts, loop to the softball field and head back
the way they came, skipping the track and going along the softball field,
left at the marked exit of the grassy field into the parking lot to the finish

V

Course markings:
Sandwich boards and cones (FTLOG) on hard surfaces
Flags (BMS) added on grassy areas

V

V

Volunteers: Marked with “V” at turn points or connecting points
Water Station: Marked with “W”

V
V
V

Barton Bobcat Bonanza 1K
V
V

V

Runners will start across the parking lot median
from the center point between the Band Hall door
and the Athletics Door.
Runners will go to the track and run
counterclockwise to the south gate, turn left onto
the dirt road, left to go along the softball field, left
at the marked exit from the grassy field to return to
the starting line.

Course markings:
Sandwich boards and cones (FTLOG) on hard
surfaces
Flags (BMS) added on grassy areas
V

Volunteers: Marked with “V” at turn points or
connecting points
V

V

